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accelerator grid erosion observed in ground tests [1-3]
is largely caused by the residual gas inside the vacuum

ABSTRACT chamber. To address this issue and to help interpo-
late the ground test results te space conditions, we

A particle simulation model is developed to study have developed both 2-D and 3-D particle simulation
the charge-exchange grid erosion in ion thrusters for models over the last four years to study the charge-
both ground-based and space-based operations. Be- exchange ion erosion [4-6]. In this paper, we will com-
cause the neutral gas downstream from the acceler- pare our calculation results of grid erosion rates with
ator grid is different for space and ground operation experimental values from both NASA LeRC [1] and
conditions, the charge-exchange erosion process is also NASA JPL [2]. We will also present our calculated
different. The calculations show that the accelerator accelerator grid erosion rates for space operation con-
grid erosion rate for space-based operating condition ditions.
should be significantly less than experimentally ob-
served erosion rate from the ground-based tests con-
ducted at NASA LeRC[1] and NASA JPL[2]. II. Charge-Exchange Ion Erosion

1. Introduction Since an ion source cannot be perfect, there will
always be some neutral efflux from the thruster. Thus

The ion thruster life limitation due to the accel- charge-exchange collisions between beam ions and
erator grid erosion is one of the remaining issues for neutral propellant atoms are inevitable. In the case
space applications of ion propulsion. Serious acceler- of ground testing, charge-exchange collisions can also
ator grid erosion has been observed in several ground occur between beam ions and residual neutral atoms
tests 1-3]. However, whether or not such serious ac- inside the test facility. Thus the prediction of ion en-
celerator grid erosion will occur in space remains to gine lifetime for space applications based on ground
be answered. In other words, what role the resid- test results requires a thorough understanding of the
ual gas inside the vacuum chamber play in terms of grid erosion process and of the effects of chamber
the observed accelerator grid erosion needs to be un- background pressure in particular.
derstood before trying to interpolate the ground test
results and predict the engine life in space operation.

Space-based operation
It is well known that the accelerator grid erosion

is caused by charge-exchange ions. Charge-exchange
collisions occur between beam ions and neutral par- For a typical space-based operating condition,
tides. For the ground vacuum chamber test case, charge-exchange collisions only occur between beam

the background neutral gas consists of two groups of ions and neutral particles escaping from the discharge

neutral particles: neutral atoms flowing from the dis- chamber. Since the typical Knudsen number of the

charge chamber and the residual neutral atoms inside neutral flow from an ion thruster is greater than 100,
the vacuum chamber. It is believed that the serious the neutral flow actually is a free molecular flow. In

the downstream region of the accelerator grid, most of
the neutral atoms move away from the thruster. Fig.

Rese h E ; ao wh U y of T- 1 shows an example of such a flow for a single aper-
Research Engineer; also with University of Ten- ture. Therefore, the downstream charge-exchange

nessee Space Institute, Tullahoma, TN 37388. Mem- plasma created between beam ions and these neutral
ber AIAA. atoms will also move away from the thruster. Thus

** Senior Research Engineer; also with Calspan, those charge-exchange ions created beyond the neu-

AEDC Division, Tullahoma, TN 37388. Member AIAA. tralization plane have little chance to return to the
SD sion T oa, T e e grid. Only those charge-exchange ions created inside

t Professor, Engineering Science and Mechanics; the potential well, as shown in Fig. 2, can be ac-
also with University of Tennessee Space Institute, Tul- celerated to the accelerator grid and may cause grid
lahoma, TN 37388. Member AIAA. erosion.
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logo n ated between beam ions and residual neutral atoms
screen accel. 15 18.46 inside the vacuum chamber. Based on our simulation,

rid 14 1d l.3 as shown in Section III, the majority of the acceleratorgrid grid 13 1a.35_12 18.25 grid erosion observed in the tests [1 and 2] is caused by
11 18.04 charge-exchange ions created between beam ions and

17.62 residual neutral atoms inside the vacuum chamber,
7 17.20... 7'. **' \. * 17:412 particularly those created beyond the neutralization

- ---- ----------- 16.99 plane.Z 7. - Z5 :16.78

§ Z. ZZS Z 3 16.36 So, basically the charge-exchange collision pro-
ak k _ 5 5 2 16.15 cess -and thus the charge-exchange ion grid ero-

1 sion process- are different between space-based and
ground-based operations. This can also be addressed

Figure 1. Calculated neutral flow. using the simple one-dimensional model used by Ker-
slake [7]. In this one-dimensional model, the charge-
exchange ion production rate is given by

screen accel.

2000grid grid dN = noacEnbVbAbdz, (1)

where N is the charge-exchange ion production rate,
goo 0 no is the neutral number density, 0 CE is the charge-

exchange collision cross section, nb is the number den-
3 sity of the beam ions, vs is the beam ion velocity, and
SAb is the diameter of the ion beam. By integrating

I100oo Eq. (1), it is possible to obtain an expression for the
accelerator grid impingement current:

SJ.00= I no CE"v A dz, (2)
potential well Ja o

, where ICE is the charge-exchange length. For space
operation condition, the charge-exchange length is

Sabout the distance between the accelerator grid
0o. 2s s.o (mm) and the neutralization plane. Charge-exchange ions

Figure 2. Centerline potential profile. created beyond the neutralization plane have little
chance to return to the grid. However, for the ion
thrusters operated inside the ground-based vacuum

Ground-based operation chamber, charge-exchange ions created beyond the
neutralization plane still have a chance to move back

The residual neutral gas inside the vacuum cham- to the grid because the motion of the residual neu-
ber enhances the grid erosion rate in two ways. First, tral gas is isotropic. Therefore, the charge-exchange
more charge-exchange ions will be created inside the length is really some characteristic length describing
potential well. The grid erosion rate, however, will the charge-exchange volume, including both the po-
not increase significantly, if the background neutral tential well region and the downstream plasma region,
density is low enough in this region compared to in which charge-exchange ions being created could im-
the neutral density which results from the neutral pact the accelerator grid. In other words, this char-
loss from the discharge chamber. Second, unlike the acteristic length determines how much current can be
space-based operation, charge-exchange ions created extracted from the downstream plasma to the accel-
beyond the neutralization plane still have a chance to erator grid at a certain background pressure.
cause grid erosion. The reason is that, for ground-
based operations, the residual neutral atoms inside In conclusion, because the neutral flow field for
the vacuum chamber move isotropically as do the space operation is different from the neutral flow field
neutral particles escaped from the discharge cham- inside the ground vacuum chamber, the accelerator
ber after reflection by the vacuum -chamber walls; grid charge-exchange erosion process is also differ-
Thus, at a relatively high background pressure, the ent for these two operations. More charge-exchange
downstream charge-exchange plasma created between ions will strike the accelerator grid in ground-based
beam ions and residual neutral atoms is a stationary operations than in space-based operations. Hence,
plasma. So, not only those charge-exchange ions cre- the grid erosion rate for space-based operating con-
ated inside the potential well, as shown in Fig. 2, dition should be much less than that found in a
can be accelerated to the grid but also those charge- ground test with a stationary downstream charge-
exchange ions created beyond the neutralization plane exchange plasma at a relatively high background pres-
in the downstream plasma region. Therefore, the sure. Thus the observed accelerator grid erosion rate
question is what percentage of the accelerator grid in ground testing [1 and 2] should not be used to esti-
erosion is the result of the charge-exchange ions cre- mate the accelerator grid lifetime for space operation.
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III. Particle Simulation of Charge-Exchange the computational domain), a neutral plasma is as-
Ion Grid Erosion sumed downstream from the accelerator grid. The

calculation of grid erosion was made by choosing the
Three-dimensional particle simulations for study- number density of this downstream plasma in such a

ing charge-exchange ion grid erosion were performed way as to yield the same impingement-to-beam cur-
for both ground-based operating conditions and rent for the accelerator grid as observed in the ground
space-based operating conditions. Two sets of the test.
simulation parameters were chosen, corresponding
to the experiments conducted at NASA LeRC and LeRC 890 hours test case
NASA JPL. Then, by assuming zero background
pressure, the corresponding charge-exchange ion grid Fig. 3 shows the calculated erosion contours for
erosion rates under space-based conditions were ob- the downstream surface of the accelerator grid for the
tained. LeRC 890 hours test case (to aid in the visual inter-

pretation, several cross-sections are shown together).
The ion optics used in both LeRC and JPL tests The concentration of sputtering between grid aper-

are of a two-grid, small-hole-accelerator-grid geome- tures is clearly visible. Both the shape (roughly tri-
try with a nominal grid diameter of 30 cm (effective angular) and orientation of these erosion contours are
beam diameter of 28.2 cm). Screen and accelerator as observed in the experiment [1].
grid aperture diameters are 1.9 mm and 1.1 mm, re-
spectively. The separation of the two grids is 0.76
mm and the thickness of the grids is 0.36 mm. The
holes for both grids are arranged in a hexagonal array C B
with an open-fraction of 0.67 for the screen grid and ("m):
0.24 for the accelerator grid. The mean extracted ion 1.5
velocity is determined using the Bohm criterion with (mm)
assumed electron temperature of 1.5 eV. In the simu- 1.0
lation model, it is assumed that a neutral plasma ex- 1 0
ists at the upstream boundary of the computational 0.5 -2 0.1
domain. The plasma density is determined by the 3 0.08
given beam current of 3.2 A for the LeRC test and 0.0
2.8 A for the JPL test. The screen grids are at 1800 -0.5
Volt and 1517 Volt for the LeRC and JPL tests, re-
spectively. The accelerator grids are at -331 Volt and -1.0 - --500 Volt, respectively. The LeRC test used xenon
gas as propellant, for which the discharge voltage is .
assumed to be 28 Volt. The JPL test used krypton as
propellant, for which the discharge voltage is assumed
to be 40 Volt.

The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) Figure 3. Calculated grid erosion contours
model [8] is used to calculate the distribution of the on the downstream surface of the accelerator
neutral density resulting from the neutral atoms es- grid. Note the concentration of sputtering be-neutrensity resulting from the neutral atoms es- tween apertures. The indicated length scale is
caping from the discharge chamber. The propellant in mm. (LeRC 890 hours test case.)
utilization efficiency is assumed to be 90% for the 8 9 0 h o u r s t s t  s

LeRC test and 81% for the JPL test. For simulations
of space-based operating conditions, only this calcu-
lated neutral density is used to calculate the charge- In previous papers [5], we have shown that such
exchange collisions. For the ground test cases, the to- grid erosion pattern is a direct effect of the transverse
tal local neutral number density equals the local neu- electric fields downstream from the accelerator grid.
tral density resulting from the neutral atoms escaped There is a potential gradient in the transverse direc-
from the discharge chamber plus a constant neutral tion because of the presence of positive ion beamlets.
number density based on the background pressure in- Thus, slow charge-exchange ions are accelerated and
side the vacuum chamber, focused into the geometric centers between apertures.

For the ground test case, the charge-exchange This accounts for the pitting between apertures which
ions striking the accelerator-grid consist-of charge- - is observed in the experiments.
exchange ions created in the potential well and also
those charge-exchange ions created beyond the neu-
tralization plane. Actually, there is a stationary Figure 4 shows calculated erosion rates on the
charge-exchange plasma formed beyond the neutral- downstream surface of the accelerator grid for two
ization plane. Thus, charge-exchange ions created be- cuts through the cross-section from Fig. 3. The
yond the neutralization plane (far downstream from erosion rate was obtained by converting the num-
the accelerator grid) still have a certain chance of be- bers of atoms sputtered during steady state condi-
ing extracted from the downstream plasma to cause tions to a sputtering depth per 1000 hours of oper-
grid erosion. To include those charge-exchange ions ation. Again, the tendency toward pitting between
created beyond the neutralization plane (far beyond apertures is clearly evident, as witnessed by the much
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1.5 - (a) be accelerated to the accelerator grid. The calculated
S ' ratio of accelerator grid impingement current to beam

Scurrent is about 0.156% (4.99 mA). The calculated
o 'cumulative mass loss from the downstream surface of
0 the accelerator grid for an 890 hours period is about

S1.0 3.728 gm. That is, the expected mass loss for the
E space-based condition is almost an order of magnitude
E. lower than for ground-based operation.
r grid thickness

S0.5 (0.36 mm) JPL 663 hours test case

- .. ... ..------- - ------- Calculated erosion contours of the downstream
o surface of the accelerator grid for the JPL 663 hours
Stest case is shown in Fig. 5 (again, to aid in the

Lj , , . . . . .I . . . I visual interpretation, several cross-sections are shown
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 together). Because of higher background pressure,

3 x 10- 5 torr, more serious accelerator grid erosion was
observed in the JPL test [2]. The calculated erosion

A (mm) B depth on the downstream surface of the accelerator
grid for two cuts through the cross-section from Fig.

0.10 - 5 is shown in Fig. 6. The erosion depth was obtained
.by converting the numbers of atoms sputtered during

(b) steady state conditions for 663 hours of operation.
S0.08
o

E C B
E 0.06 (mm)

15"(mm)
S0.04 .o 1 0.72

O 0.5 2 0.36
8 0.02 0.0 3 0.27

J 0.4 0.18

-0.00 0.5 5 0.09
0.00 .

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 -1.0

A (mm) C -1.5

Figure 4. Calculated sputtering depths
per 1000 hours of operation along the cuts A-B
(a) and A-C (b) in Fig. 3.(a) and A-C (b) in Fig. 3. Figure 5. Calculated grid erosion contours

on the downstream surface of the accelerator
higher peak erosion rate along the cut A-B in Fig. 3 rid. Note again the concentration of sputter-
as compared with that along the cut A-C. mg between apertures. The indicated length

scale is in mm. (JPL 663 hours test case.)

To reproduce the 0.55% ratio accelerator grid im-
pingement current to beam current found in Ref. 1,
it is required to have a downstream plasma density of To reproduce the 1.23% ratio accelerator grid im-
0.877x 10s m- 3 with electron temperature of 1.5 eV. pingement current to beam current found in Ref. 2,
Using these values, the calculated-cumulative mass it is required to have a downstream plasma density
loss from the downstream surface of the accelerator of 1.344 x 105 m - 3 for an assumed electron temper-
grid corresponding to an 890 hour test [1] is 23.2 ature of 1.5 eV. Using these values, the calculated
grams. By comparison, the experimental value for cumulative mass loss from the downstream surface of
the total accelerator grid mass loss from Ref. 1 is the accelerator grid corresponding to an 663 hour test
about 17.8 grams with an estimated 17.2 gm due to [2] is 55.16 grams. By comparison, the experimental
charge-exchange erosion on the downstream surface value for the total accelerator grid mass loss from Ref.
of the grid. 2 is about 44.75 grams.

For space-based operation, however, only those For space-based operation, the calculated ratio of
charge-exchange ions created in the potential well will accelerator grid impingement current to beam current
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2.0 (a) of the charge-exchange ions inside the potential well.
663 hours This effect is especially important for ion thrusters

operated on krypton or argon as propellant for long
15 duration operations, because the propellant utiliza-

1.5 tion efficiency for operating on krypton and argon is
E usually less than for xenon.

£ 1.0 Finally, sputtering yields for xenon and krypton
0. ions impinging on a molybdenum surface were taken
S -grid thickness from Ref. 9. The sputtering yield measured in Ref. 9

0 ' is for the incidence of ions normal to the target sur-
S0.5 (0.36 mm) face. It is assumed, in our calculations, that the sput-

2 -- ------ --------- tering yield is independent of the angle of incidence
of the impacting ions. This makes the calculated ero-
sion rate doubtful if the incident ions strike the sur-

0.0 face with large incident angle. This probably will not

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 change the calculated erosion rate for the downstream
surface of the accelerator grid for thrusters operated

A (mm) B inside the vacuum chamber with relatively high back-
ground pressure, because most erosion is caused by

0.15 those charge-exchange ions with full accelerator po-

663 hours (b) tential. But, since most ions strike the interior sur-
face of the accelerator grid with large incident angles,
the calculated erosion rate based on the sputtering
yield data from Ref. 9 is probably too large. Charge-
exchange ions created in the potential well usually

E 0.10 -have larger incident angles than those created far
E downstream from the accelerator grid when striking
S1 the downstream surface the accelerator grid. There-

a fore, the calculations based on Ref. 9 might overes-
a timate the actual erosion rate for space-based oper-

c 0.05 ations. Furthermore it is assumed that no geometry
o changes result from the sputtering process. However,

Saccording to Ref. 9, increased surface roughness de-
WL creases the sputtering yield because more sputtered

atoms become trapped and cannot escape from the

0.00 , , , , , , , I target. This effect is more pronounced at lower ion
energy because the material then tends to be ejected

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 more obliquely to the target surface. Thus, strictly
A (mm) C speaking, the calculations are valid only for small ero-

sion depths, and comparisons between our calculated
Figure 6. Calculated sputtering depths results and experiments in which full penetration of

per 663 hours of operation along the cuts A-B the grids occurs must be undertaken with some cau-
(a) and A-C (b) in Fig. 5. tion. This may also be used to explain why our model

always overestimates the mass loss rate of the grid
erosion compared to the experiments.

is about 0.168% (4.69 mA), compared to the LeRC IV. Discussion and Summary
case of 0.156%. And the calculated cumulative mass
loss from the downstream surface of the accelerator
grid for a 663 hour period is about 3.35 gm (or 4.50 Based on our PIC simulation model, the se-
gm for 890 hours), comparing to the LeRC case of rious accelerator grid erosion observed inside the
3.73 gm. This indicates that it would be desirable ground test chamber [1-2] is largely caused by charge-
to operate the accelerator grid close to ground poten- exchange ions created between beam ions and residual
tial if possible. Thus, the charge-exchange ions cre- - neutral atoms. In other words, the facility effect dom-
ated inside the potential well would have less energy inates the charge-exchange erosion process with back-
when they strike the grid. The comparison between ground pressure in the 10- ' Torr range. The major
the LeRC case and the JPL case also indicates that difference between space-based operation and ground-
the propellant utilization efficiency becomes impor- based operation in terms of the charge-exchange ero-
tant in terms of the accelerator grid lifetime for space sion process is that the downstream neutral flow field
operations. Because the accelerator grid erosion is is different and therefore the downstream charge-
caused primarily by those charge-exchange ions cre- exchange plasma is different. For a space-based op-
ated inside the potential well, an increased propellant erating condition, the neutral atoms move away from
utilization efficiency will decrease the neutral num- the thruster. Therefore, only those charge-exchange
ber density and therefore decrease the production rate ions created inside the potential well can be acceler-
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